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Appendix A: The measurement 
technique

A.1 Technique for measuring 2G coverage 
The measurement technique for 2G uses a spectrum analyser (frequency and power measurements) 
to collect data that are location and time stamped. A similar approach has previously been deployed 
on behalf of Ofcom to test the feasibility of mobile monitoring of spectrum as a concept and gathered 
some useful data about spectrum usage around UK.  

A spectrum analyser is used that is placed on a back pack for off road tests/ in a train or on a car (e.g. 
in a roof box), taking care to match antenna and other systems parameters appropriately (see below 
for an example of the equipment used) 

Figure 1: Examples of the test set up on a car roof and the portable version for use in trains 

A.2 Technique for measuring 3G coverage 
The key difference in measuring 3G coverage (compared to 2G coverage) is that a receiver is used 
that is capable of de-spreading and demodulating the WCDMA pilot signal for 3G downlink signals. 
This has two effects. 

� The receiver is able to make use of the CDMA processing gain, in the same way as a handset, and 
therefore is able to measure signals below the noise/interference floor which will be needed to see 
the limits of 3G coverage. 

� The received power of the pilot (CPICH) is measured, which is transmitted with a fixed power by 
the base station. Knowing the received power of the pilot allows estimation of the propagation path 
loss between the measurement point and the site. In contrast ensuring the overall aggregate power 
in the channel will be affected by the traffic being carried by the cell. 
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Measurement reports were generated that included a mappable data file (geo referenced lat/long 
WGS84) comprising downlink CPICH (Pilot power), ARCN, Mobile operator name for 3G signals 
above threshold. 

A.2.1 Characteristic outputs from the measurements

The spectra of interest in this study are the 2G bands around 900 MHz and 1800 MHz plus the 3G 
region at 2100 MHz. Each operator has designated band(s) within the allocated spectrum with 200 
kHz gap between the bands. Two operators transmit on three bands each in the 900 MHz window and 
all four operators have a single band in each of the 1800 MHz and 2100 MHz windows - the latter 
used for 3G operation.  

A mobile phone is frequency agnostic, for a given provider, so coverage is only needed in one 
frequency slot for any given provider.  

The data are presented as a spatial distribution of spectral power with each 'tile' on a map coloured to 
represent the highest power measured in the selected frequency band by any of the measurements 
taken in that area.  

A.2.2 The spatial map 

The power measurements are combined with GPS spatial information to produce a spatial map. 
These maps are colour-coded for the purposes of this study and, for the 2G signals three colour bands 
are selected which correspond to: 

� a not-spot (less than -87.5 dBm - blue) where a user could not expect to make a call indoors or 
outside 

� excellent coverage greater than -73.7 dBm (silver) where a user can expect to be able to make 
calls routinely even if indoors, and  

� mid range between -87.5 dBm and -73.7 dBm (red) where indoor coverage may be patchy but calls 
could be made outdoors with confidence. 

The following example shows coverage maps for one operator around one of the case-study sites. 
This shows good coverage round the outskirts of the village but in the centre not-spots are seen - the 
equivalent maps for all the operators in this location are provided in Appendix C: 
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Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 2: Example of coverage levels for one operator in Patterdale 

An overview of the extent to which a site is a total not-spot (with no coverage above -87.5 dBm from 
any operator) is obtained by simply aggregating all the channels and colour coding according to the 
maximum signal power measured over a given band, regardless of operator. 

Data is collected every second, removing any rapid effects, but slower fades would be seen as a 
fluctuation in signal level - and for the user could result in a dropped call. Figure 3, an example of a 
repeat measurement, shows very local fading effects on a one second timescale but generally 
consistent readings within the designated coverage bands. 

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 3: Example of repeat measurement return trip ~ 10 minutes after first measurement  
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Appendix B: Radio power thresholds 
for 2G and 3G measurements 
This appendix summarises the reasoning and calculations behind the coverage thresholds used in this 
study when classifying coverage levels for 2G and 3G signal levels. 

B.1 2G receiver sensitivity 
2G Receiver sensitivity is calculated as follows: 

� 2G Rx Sens (dBm) = -174 + 10*Log(channel bandwidth) + Receiver Noise Figure + Required SNR 

Where: 

� Channel bandwidth = 270 kHz 

� Receiver Noise Figure = 8 dB 

� Required SNR = 7.7 dB 

Giving:   

� 2G Rx Sens = -174 + 54.3 + 8 + 7.7 = -104 dBm 

B.2 3G receiver sensitivity 
The 3G signal is determined from the de-spread CPICH power. 

3G receiver sensitivity is calculated in a similar manner to that of the 2G measurements, with the 
inclusion of an effect of the spreading gain associated with the de-spread CPICH power. Therefore: 

� 3G Rx Sens (dBm) = -174 + 10*Log(channel bandwidth) - 10*Log(spreading gain) + Receiver 
Noise Figure + Required Eb/Io 

Where: 

� Channel bandwidth = 3.84 MHz 

� Spreading gain = 256 (for the CPICH) 

� Receiver Noise Figure = 8 dB 

� Required Eb/Io = 2.5 dB 

Giving:   

� 3G Rx Sens = -174 + 65.8 – 24.1 + 8 + 2.5 = -121.8 dBm* 

* Note that this 3G Rx Sens figure applies to the CPICH only. 
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B.3 Setting coverage thresholds from Rx sensitivity 
We have previously agreed levels of coverage for 2G with Ofcom that are equivalent to a minimum 
planned level for good outdoor coverage and good indoor coverage. We then: 

� applied the same threshold levels to 3G, on the basis that the potential fading margins and in-
building coverage requirements that apply to 2G at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz also apply to 2G. 

Coverage Level Colour Coding 2G coverage 
Thresholds  

3G coverage 
Thresholds 

No coverage level Black below this signal power – coverage is so poor 
that we assume an operator won’t let user on 
network even if they can see it. 1

            -95 dBm          -113 dBm

Minimum planned 
outdoor level

Blue between this level and previous level, 
representing poor / marginal outdoor coverage, 
below the level operators do, or should, plan for.

For this purposes of this study this value or lower is 
deemed to be a not-spot

         -87.5 dBm       -105.5 dBm

Minimum planned 
indoor coverage

Red between this level and previous level, 
representing good outdoor coverage, but poor / 
marginal indoor coverage.

         -73.7 dBm         -91.7 dBm

Good coverage Silver if greater than this level, represents good 
outdoor and indoor coverage.

      > -73.7 dBm      > -91.7 dBm

* Note: 3G coverage thresholds are based on ability to receive the CPICH only. 

3G Coverage Assumptions 

Ofcom’s document “3G Rollout Obligations” dated 27 February 2007, states: 

� Paragraph 3.11: "Ofcom considers that reception of the Primary CPICH is a suitable proxy for the 
provision of a telecommunication service." 

� Paragraph 3.13: "Analysis conducted by Ofcom indicates that, with Primary CPICH power set 
within the range 5 – 15%, telecommunications services up to data rates of 384 kbits/s should be 
available at the edge of a cell (at least for a lightly loaded cell)." 

On the basis of these statements, our methodology is to measure de-spread CPICH power based on 
the coverage thresholds shown above and to use these as a direct proxy for 3G coverage as 
experienced by a user on a lightly loaded cell. 

                                                     
1 Used only on a sample of case study sites 
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Appendix C: Site criteria and summary 
of characteristics (Part 1) 

C.1 Site selection criteria 
Fourteen 'static' sites (including one road circuit) and two train routes were selected from the four 
countries of the UK. At all of the static sites the 2G (voice and text) coverage was considered and was 
extended to 3G (mobile broadband) on the train routes and four of the static sites. 

The test sites were selected primarily from a list drawn up by Ofcom's advisory committees or other 
stakeholders and included at least two sites from each of England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales. The selection was based largely on qualitative, anecdotal observations. A mix of topography 
and demographics was considered such as rural communities or higher density towns or villages or 
largely tourist sites; flat or hilly; inland coastal or near bodies of water. 

Characteristics Selection criteria 

Location Minimum of two from each of the four UK countries: England, Northern Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales 

Evidence of existing not-
spot

Site identified by Ofcom in consultation with its stakeholders, known to the project 
team or identified from Mobile Operators' public domain postcode checkers 

Static or moving 
� Fourteen static sites 

� Two train lines  

Geography Mix of flatter and hilly terrain 

Existing coverage  Ofcom's view of coverage reported by any of the four 2G operators.  

Site activities A mix of  

� residential and rural 

� tourist and business sites 

Demographics User demographics were not explicitly a selection parameter  

Table 1 Summary of site characteristics  
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C.2 Sites selected 
The following summary tables are followed by coverage maps and illustrative solutions for each site.  

Location Topography (subjective 
description) 

Number of operators covering 
all or most of the site - outdoor2

Estimated3 population 
and visitor-days 

Ashwell, 
Hertfordshire 

Village in undulating semi 
rural countryside  

2 (0) 1,650

68,0004

Bamburgh, 
Northumberland 

Coastal small village 1 (0) 450

148,0005

Lincoln, 
Lincolnshire 

Compact city on a hill 4 (2) 85,600 

17 million6

Nottingham, 
Nottinghamshire 

Large city in undulating 
landscape 

4 (3) 267,000 

34 million7

Patterdale, 
Cumbria

Rural, mountainous, small 
village 

1 (0) 450

- ~3.1 million8

Table 2: Summary of selected land sites and key characteristics - England 

Location Topography (subjective 
description) 

Number of operators covering 
all or most of the site - outdoor  

Estimated population 
and visitor-days 

Lough Erne Golf 
Resort, County 
Fermanagh 

Tourist centre with hotel 
lodges by lake 

3 (1) *

40,0009

Roads and towns10

in the Mournes  
Small towns bordering 
mountains 

0 (0) ~10,000 total  

1.28 million11

Table 3: Summary of selected land sites and key characteristics - Northern Ireland 

                                                     
2 This is a subjective assessment based on perceived impact in addition to area 
3 For the site as a whole regardless of coverage 
4 Estimate provided by Ashwell Parish Council 
5 Solely based on One Northeast's visitor numbers to Bamburgh castle in 2009 
(http://www.tourismnortheast.co.uk/site/research-and-statistics/tourism-performance/visits-to-attractions) 

6 Number of visitors in 2009 confirmed by Visit Lincolnshire (www.visitlincolnshire.com)
7 'Notice Nottingham', 2009 edition http://www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=14334&amp;p=0
8 15.5 million visit the lake district as a whole (http://www.lakedistrictwiki.co.uk/Tourist_Statistics ). Assume that 20% visit 
Patterdale which is on the route of some of the most popular walks and close to Ullswater a major attraction 

9 Each of ~ 4 significant golf events annually may attract between 5,000 and 10,000 visitors. 100's will also visit weekly 
10 Focus on Bryansford, Hilltown, Rostrevor and Kilkeel which have populations of 400, 900, 2,456 and 6,300 respectively 
11 Number of overnight stays http://www.mournelive.com/documentbank/uploads/Tourism%20In%20Mourne%20updated.pdf
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Location Topography (subjective 
description)  

Number of operators covering 
all or most of the site - outdoor  

Estimated population 
and visitor-days 

Elphin, Sutherland Hamlet in hilly/ 
mountainous areas 

0 10012

Estimate 10,000 

Ettrick, Scottish 
Borders

Hamlet in hilly area 0

No coverage in any part of the 
study area 

10013

~10,00014

Orkney mainland Island, undulating 
landscape with scattered 
villages/ small towns 

0 19,250 (all Orkney 
Islands)

500,00015

North and South 
Uist16, Highlands 
and Islands 

Island, flat landscape with 
scattered villages/ small 
towns 

0 3,100

200,00017

Table 4: Summary of selected land sites and key characteristics - Scotland 

Location Subjective description 
of the topography  

Number of operators covering 
all or most of the site - outdoor 

Estimated population 
and visitor-days 

Burry Port and 
Pembrey, 
Carmarthenshire

Large coastal village/ 
small town with hilly 
backdrop 

2 (0) 8,000 (4,200 & 3,750)  

600,00018

Llandudno, Cowy Small town on coastal 
peninsular  

4 (4) 20,100 

1.2 million19

Pontrhydfendigaid, 
Ceredigion 

Hamlet in hilly/ 
mountainous areas 

0 (0) 20020

12,60021

Table 5: Summary of selected land sites and key characteristics - Wales 

                                                     
12 Estimated - No value found at a level of granularity pertinent to the not-spots study 
13 Estimated - No value found at a level of granularity pertinent to the not-spots study 
14 The area is popular with walkers and attracts visitors to the nearby Bowhill House 
15 See Project Crest Toolkit  (www.wlct.org/Tourism/etourism/susdestool.pdf). 160,000 visitors, assume most stay several days, 
giving 500,000 visitor days 

16 Including Benbecula 
17 Informal estimate of 60,000 visitors provided by community representative. Assume most stay several days giving 200,000 
18 This estimate is based on enquiries to Tourist Information Centres (TIC) to similar towns (Tenby and Pembroke) scaled by a 
nominal factor of 10 to reflect that fact that only a minority of visitors make enquiries at TICs and many will stay in the area for 
more than one day.  

19 See footnote 18

20 Estimated - No value found at a level of granularity pertinent to the study  
21 Number attending events at Pontrhydfendigaid's Pavilion (Pafiliwn bont) in 2009, estimated by centre staff. Does not include 
tourists visiting the campsites etc 
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Route origin Route destination Operator 

London Kings Cross Edinburgh East Coast (previously National Express East Coast) 

First capital connect between Stevenage and Peterborough 

Glasgow (Central) London Euston Virgin Trains 

Table 6: Summary of train sites 
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C.3 Ashwell 

C.3.1 2G coverage across the site 

Outdoor coverage is provided by two operators over the study area but there are 2G not-spots in the 
centre of the village (slightly lower and to the right of the centre of the images) for two operators. A 
significant minority of the residents will live in areas that are not-spots for two of the operators and 
most will not have good coverage in their homes.  

Operator A Operator B

Generally good outdoor coverage. 
Areas of weak indoor coverage in 

the centre of the village

Operator A Operator B

Generally good outdoor coverage. 
Areas of weak indoor coverage in 

the centre of the village

Operator C Operator D

Significant not -spots in historic 
centre of village. 

Limited reception elsewhere

Operator C Operator D

Significant not -spots in historic 
centre of village. 

Limited reception elsewhere

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed power

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed powerMinimal observed power

Figure 4: 2G coverage at Ashwell provided by each operator individually 

Observations made by those contacted at Ashwell were typical of those in other study sites 

� of inconvenience and of an inability to do the things that are increasingly taken for granted 

� an inability for visitors to the village make calls or to hold business meetings or work remotely (in a 
community that has a relatively large number of diverse businesses) 
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�  and several anecdotes emerged of individuals having mobile phones provided by their employees 
which 'wouldn't work' - all adding to the general level of frustration. 

Again consistent with others' experience, users did not necessarily transfer to the best network 
provider - there was a certain level of service which was unacceptable but otherwise a 'least bad 
option' was tolerated. Coverage from one operator is quite good in the village but wasn't necessarily 
the network of choice.  

C.3.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  2 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  200 

� Number of residents (visitor-days);   1,650 (68,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value22

Resident derived £7,200; 5 year NPV for new entrant £5,400 (ramp up to max 33% share) 

Visitor derived £6,800; 5 year NPV23 for new entrant £6,800  (immediately obtain 25% 
share)

                                                     
22 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue. 

23 A simple NPV (8% rate) is applied ramping up, over 5 yrs, to an equal share between operators with good coverage at the 
site. The market share in calculating visitor NPV always 25%.  
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C.3.3 Potential solutions  

One operator's base station is in the study area, providing good coverage. In principle others might 
share this to improve their coverage. However, further improving coverage to enable indoor calls may 
require some form of street works to ensure there is sufficient radio signal in the historic centre of the 
village. Community representatives are actively pursuing options for improving coverage in the village.  

Roaming would mitigate the not-spots but not provide ubiquitous indoor coverage. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household for 
installation

 Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible but preferable to share the existing - see below 

Assuming 1 macro site costing £100,000: Cost per home 
affected  is £500 

18.5

Micro site Feasible 

Assuming 1 micro site costing £40,000: Cost per home affected 
is £200 

7.4

Pico site Feasible 

Assuming 1 pico site costing £20,000: Cost per home affected 
is £100 

4.0

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address coverage in 
the streets 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£10024

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: Add 1 new operator to single operator site at a cost of  
£40,000. 

Cost per home affected for second operator is £200 

7.4

Roaming Feasible  

Achieves good outdoor coverage everywhere 

N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

A 'corporate' solution (Community owned and rented to 
operators) for which a regional development infrastructure grant  
is sought - see notes above 

Pico site(s)  to provide coverage where visitors congregate, 
placed near the centre and for which the community does not 
charge rent 

N/A

                                                     
24 Non-contract pricing of £120 was available at June 2010 (tied to a particular network). At the same time lower retail prices, as
low as £50, were available, but tied to specific phone contracts on the network. 
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C.3.4 3G coverage across the site 

Operator F Operator G

No network across 
most of the village

Large patches without 
coverage in the village centre

Operator I

Weak indoor coverage in the 
historic centre

Operator I

Weak indoor coverage in the 
historic centre

Operator H

Generally good coverage. 
Weak indoor coverage in the 

historic centre 

Operator J

No network across 
most of the village

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed power

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed powerMinimal observed power

Figure 5: 3G coverage at Ashwell provided by each operator individually 
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C.4 Bamburgh 

C.4.1 2G coverage across the site 

Much of the study area, including the village (top right of images) has poor coverage both indoors and 
outdoors from three of the four operators.  

Operator A

Poor coverage in and 
around Bamburgh village 
and castle for 3 operators

Operator BOperator A

Poor coverage in and 
around Bamburgh village 
and castle for 3 operators

Operator B

Operator DOperator C Operator DOperator COperator C

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 6: 2G coverage at Bamburgh provided by each operator individually 

Stakeholders report that east of the rail line only one network has 
reasonable coverage. One who complained felt that his service provider 
would prefer he transfer to another network (which he did) rather than 
upgrade the local coverage. However the very small resident population is 
greatly augmented in the summer by visitors to the Castle and other sites 
of scenic interest, many of whom can't make calls. 

'there are a lot of very 
frustrated people 
wandering round the 
village in the summer' 
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C.4.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  3 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  200 

� Number of residents (visitor-days);   450 (148,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value25

Resident derived £7,200; 5 year NPV for new entrant £4,100 (ramp up to max 50% share) 

Visitor derived £14,800; 5 year NPV for new entrant £8,400 (ramp up to max 25% share) 

C.4.3 Potential solutions 

Sharing the nearest base station would appear to be the most advantageous for operators without 
good coverage - but not for other operators, which risks gradually losing a significant proportion of the 
total resident revenue potential. A shared new installation may be attractive for those without good 
coverage. Subject to radio planning, a smaller scale, lower cost installation may realise coverage 
comparable with that already provided by one operator. A single base station that served the central 
area (near the beach and castle would probably serve the majority of the residents and visitors) 

Roaming would mitigate the not-spots in the central area as at least one operator has outdoor 
coverage at any point over the site. It would not lead to full indoor coverage. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible but preferable to share the existing - see below 

Assuming 1 macro site, costing £100,000: cost per home 
affected is £500 

24.4

Micro site Feasible 

Assuming 1 micro site, costing £40,000: Cost per home 
affected is £200 

9.8

Pico site Feasible 

Assuming 2 pico sites due to dispersed layout, total cost 
£30,000: Cost per house £150 

7.5

Femto site Feasible for indoor but does not address street coverage  

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: share existing or build new shared site between two 
operators. Assuming cost of building a new shared is £50,000 
per operator: Cost per house £250 (new build) 

12.2

Roaming Feasible , improves the village and tourist centre but not global N/A

Other (potential solutions rather than specific recommendations) N/A

                                                     
25 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.5 Lincoln 

C.5.1 2G coverage across the site 

Lincoln is generally well served with no not-spots although there are pockets where performance 
indoors is likely to be poor - these pockets are most evident for two operators (bottom two images 
showing areas in red). 

Operator A Operator B

Generally very good reception 
everywhere. Larger patches of poor 
indoor coverage for two operators

Operator A Operator B

Generally very good reception 
everywhere. Larger patches of poor 
indoor coverage for two operators

Operator C Operator DOperator C Operator D

Figure 7: 2G coverage at Lincoln provided by each operator individually 

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:
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C.5.2 3G coverage across the site 

Operator F Operator G

Many areas with poor indoor 
coverage. Larger not spots from one 

operator

Operator H Operator IOperator I

Figure 8: 3G coverage at Lincoln provided by operators F to I 

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:
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Operator J

Figure 9: 3G coverage at Lincoln provided by operator J 

C.5.3 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  - 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  -  (500 may have poor indoor coverage) 

� Number of residents (visitor-days);   85,600 (17 million) 

Source of revenue  Potential value26

Resident derived £-; 5 year NPV for new entrant N/A 

Visitor derived £ -; 5 year NPV for new entrant N/A 

In practice users probably change networks if they find that coverage is unsatisfactory as there are 
usually at least two choices for good indoor coverage at any location in the city. 

                                                     
26 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:
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C.5.4 Potential solutions 

None are needed to achieve outdoor coverage but there may be ways to improve indoor coverage 
including local pico or femtocells, or site sharing. Roaming would mitigate all areas of reduced indoor 
coverage. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Not required N/A

Micro site Not required N/A

Pico site Not required for outdoor. Feasible to improve indoor coverage 

Assuming 2 sites with a total cost of £30,000: Cost per home 
affected per home: £60 

N/A

Femto site Feasible for those with poor indoor coverage dispersed around 
the city (estimated to be 500 homes in total) 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: Depends on appropriate choice of site to enable infill 

Assuming 1 operator shares 1 to improve for indoor coverage 
in 250 homes, cost per home: £160 

N/A

Roaming Feasible: Would provide ubiquitous indoor coverage N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

None proposed N/A
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C.6 Nottingham 
The coverage around the city of Nottingham was sampled rather than measuring the coverage in 
every street and a central area and two residential areas were selected for extensive measurements.  

C.6.1 2G coverage across the site 

Nottingham is generally well served with no not-spots although there are pockets - common to several 
operators, where performance indoors is likely to be poor. 

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 10: 2G Overview for 2G coverage at Nottingham for one operator showing not-spot area in South 
West of the city 
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Operator A Operator B

Generally very good reception 
everywhere. Some patches of poor 
indoor coverage for all operators

Operator A Operator B

Generally very good reception 
everywhere. Some patches of poor 
indoor coverage for all operators

Operator C Operator DOperator C Operator D

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 11: 2G coverage on the west of Nottingham for each operator  
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C.6.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  - 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  -  (100 may have poor indoor coverage) 

� Number of residents (visitor-days):   267,000 (34 million) 

Source of revenue  Potential value27

Resident derived £-; 5 year NPV for new entrant N/A 

Visitor derived £ -; 5 year NPV for new entrant N/A 

In practice users probably change networks if they find that coverage is unsatisfactory as there are 
usually at least two choices for good indoor coverage at any location in the city. 

C.6.3 Potential solutions 

Any solutions are likely to be as described for Lincoln, although as same issues affect several 
operators in the same area a common solution may have more potential. Roaming would mitigate all 
areas of reduced indoor coverage. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident 
derived revenue  (<1 is 
profitable) 

Macro site Not required N/A

Micro site Not required N/A

Pico site Not required for outdoor. Feasible to improve indoor coverage 

Assuming 2 sites at a total cost of £30,000: cost per home 
affected: £150 

N/A

Femto site Feasible for those with poor indoor coverage dispersed around 
the city (estimated to be fewer than 500 homes in total) 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: Depends on appropriate choice of site to enable infill 

Assuming 1 operator shares 1 to improve for indoor coverage 
in 100 homes, cost per home: £400 

N/A

Roaming Feasible: Would provide ubiquitous indoor coverage N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

None proposed  N/A

                                                     
27 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.6.4 3G coverage across the site 

Operator F Operator GOperator F Operator G

Generally very good reception 
everywhere. Some patches of poor 

indoor coverage

Operator H Operator I
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Operator JOperator J

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 12: 3G coverage at Nottingham provided by each operator individually 

During the study the team was approached by a representative of the social housing services in 
Nottingham city who wished to better understand which phones provided coverage in the areas in 
which their staff work. The situation was of sufficient concern that the organisation was contemplating 
commissioning a survey to understand the options.  

The small areas of poor indoor coverage in Nottingham (from some operators) include Aspley and 
Broxtowe which have been some of the most deprived areas in the UK28 and may more likely to rely 
on mobile phones than landlines for communications. 

                                                     
28 www.thisisnottingham.co.uk/news/Deprivation-Nottingham-Labour-improved/article-1532945-detail/article.html
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C.7 Patterdale 

C.7.1 2G coverage across the site 

Much of the study area, including the village (top right of images) has poor coverage both indoors and 
outdoors from three of the four operators. In the village one operator does cover most of the homes 
well.

Operator A Operator B Operator C Operator D

Generally very poor 
coverage. One 
operator has 

coverage in the 
village and outdoor 

coverage north of the 
pass

Operator A Operator B Operator C Operator D

Generally very poor 
coverage. One 
operator has 

coverage in the 
village and outdoor 

coverage north of the 
pass

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 13: 2G coverage at Patterdale provided by each operator individually 

Patterdale can be regarded as a microcosm of the issues facing National Parks, and the Lake District 
in particular  

� challenging terrain 

� a presumption against development by some of the key regional stakeholders  

� combined with large numbers of tourists and a much smaller number of residents who both wish to 
use the now well established technology for both personal and business reasons.  

One stakeholder observed that farmers struggle as they need digital technologies - such as the 
internet - to conduct their business meaning that good high speed communications are not just a 
luxury.

Patterdale's Parish Councillors have been trying to improve coverage and contacted both Ofcom and 
an operator as well as lobbying high profile individuals (until attention was diverted to dealing with 
floods in the last two years). The operator contacted confirmed it understood the problem but 
investment from the parish was likely to be needed if the situation were to change.  
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 Separately there are reported to be technical problems (confirmed 
separately by a Mobile Network Operator) hindering a planned deployment 
and stakeholders expressed a sense of frustration at the lack of progress. 

Despite the enthusiasm for improved mobile coverage stakeholders report 
that a mast had to be relocated following protests. 

C.7.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  3 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  200 

� Number of residents (visitor-days);   450 (3.1 million) 

Source of revenue  Potential value29

Resident derived £7,200; 5 year NPV for new entrant £7,800 (ramp up to max 50% share) 

Visitor derived £310,000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £309,400 (immediately obtain 25% 
share)

                                                     
29 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 

There's 'lack of joined-
upness'
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C.7.3 Potential solutions 

Solving technical challenges reported at base stations near the site may overcome not-spots from one 
and possibly two operators. There are a number of tetra base stations close to the village, in addition 
those from mobile operators. Sharing these masts would appear to be the most likely means of 
improving coverage for the three operators with poor coverage.  

Community representatives have contacted Mobile Network Operators to learn how coverage may be 
improved but have made limited progress to date. 

Roaming would substantially improve coverage for users of three of the four 2G networks but not-spot 
areas would remain. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible but preferable to share the existing - see below 

Assuming 1 macro site costing £100,000: Cost per home 
affected  is £500 

12.8

Micro site Feasible in village centre - may not serve the pass and 
surrounding areas 

Assuming 1 micro site costing £40,000: Cost per home affected 
is £200 

5.1

Pico site Feasible in village centre but limited value more widely 

Assuming 1 pico site costing £20,000: Cost per home affected 
is £150 

4.0

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address coverage in 
the streets. May be limited by local landlines 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: share existing or build new shared site between two 
operators. Assuming total cost to build new site £100,000: Cost 
per operator per home affected is £250  

6.4

Roaming Partial solution. Not-spots would persist N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

In principle a 'corporate' site might be set up (which might be 
owned by the community and rented to operators). Ongoing 
community subsidy may be required. 

N/A
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C.8 Lough Erne Golf Resort 

C.8.1 2G coverage across the site 

A number of tourist centres in the region similar to the Golf Resort have contacted the Department of 
Enterprise, Trade and Investment (DETI) in recent months seeking improved mobile phone coverage 
as guests increasingly expect coverage everywhere, including in rooms. The golf course itself 
generally has outdoor coverage but the hotel and lodges (to the right of the lake on left of image) have 
poor indoor coverage with some localised not-spots. 

Operator C Operator DOperator BOperator A

Indicative location of 
hotel and lodges

Operator C Operator DOperator BOperator A

Indicative location of 
hotel and lodges

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 14: 2G coverage at Lough Erne Golf Resort provided by each operator individually 

In a five star rated venue there is an expectation of outstanding service in all respects and a lack of 
mobile coverage potentially disappoints. Alternative measures such as free calls or WiFi do not 
necessarily address visitors' needs at the diverse international sporting events, conferences meetings 
and individual holidays. While at least one mobile phone operator has carried out a survey and 
indicated a willingness to install a small mast if the hotel were to pay30 there appears to be a wider 
context. According to DETI lack of coverage in Northern Ireland is becoming an increasingly high 
profile issue for hoteliers and related businesses. The strength of feeling varied but at least one 
stakeholder was convinced poor coverage is likely to have a negative impact on the region as a 
developing tourist destination and another reported that the lack of coverage is an active topic of 
discussion with the Enterprise Minister both in Lough Erne and elsewhere. 

                                                     
30 Indicative values aligned with those provided in this report  for larger installations 
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C.8.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  3 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  - 

� Number of residents (visitor-days);   100 (40,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value31

Resident derived £-; 5 year NPV for new entrant N/A 

Visitor derived £4,000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £4,000 (immediately obtain 25% share) 

C.8.3 Potential solutions 

A small shared base station on or near the hotel and its lodges would meet the guest's needs. A 
macro site would benefit the wider community and surrounding villages.  

In general terms for resorts it is possible to envisage a scenario in which the resort provides the 
infrastructure (as part of delivering a high service levels to its clientele) and shares in the revenue to 
the operators by charging rent. 

Roaming would mitigate the not-spots (areas of blue) but would not provide indoor overage in line with 
expectations.  

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible. Attractive to the wider community but only to guests if 
all operators deploy on it  

N/A

Micro site Limited value Only beneficial to guests if all operators deploy 
on it 

N/A

Pico site Limited value Only beneficial to guests if all operators deploy 
on it 

N/A

Femto site Limited value Only attractive if all operators deploy on it and 
guests can register for immediate access 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Limited Attractive to guests if all operators deploy on it N/A

Roaming Feasible Provides outdoor coverage but not full indoor 
coverage at lodges which guests might expect 

N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

In principle a corporate site might be set up (which might be 
owned by the hotel and rented to operators) 

N/A

                                                     
31 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.9 Roads around the Mournes 

C.9.1 2G coverage across the site 

The total population in four towns that were the focal point of the study is 10,000. None of these four is 
a total not-spot but:

� Hilltown (top left) has no coverage from one operator and very patchy coverage from the other 
three

� Bryansford (top right) has patchy coverage from all operators 

� Rostrevor (bottom left) ) has good coverage from one operator but is a not-spot from another 

� Kilkeel (intersection at bottom right) is a not-spot for one operator but has outdoor coverage from 
the other operators. 

There are not-spots along the roads between these four towns but the only total not-spots are found in 
localised areas along road through the mountains near the reservoir  

There is a separate coverage issue in the south in that users report unplanned international roaming, 
whereby the service switches to one from the Republic of Ireland. Users of two of the four networks 
would expect this to happen along the A2 between Rostrevor and Kilkeel as their own networks do not 
have coverage32.

                                                     
32 This study could not differentiate between a single operator's services in different countries 
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Operator A Operator B

Hilltown
Poor coverage from 

most operators

Bryansford
Poor coverage from 

most operators

Good coverage from two 
operators. Prone to unplanned 

international roaming

Operator A Operator B

Hilltown
Poor coverage from 

most operators

Bryansford
Poor coverage from 

most operators

Good coverage from two 
operators. Prone to unplanned 

international roaming

Operator C Operator D

Rostrevor
Good coverage from 

one operator

Kilkeel
Outdoor coverage 

provided by 3 operators

Operator C Operator D

Rostrevor
Good coverage from 

one operator

Kilkeel
Outdoor coverage 

provided by 3 operators

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 15: 2G coverage around the Mournes provided by each operator individually 

During the initial period of rapid roll out of mobile phone networks in Northern Ireland groups formed to 
protest against the deployment of the technology for a variety of reasons, including the reported policy 
of at least one council not to permit any development on public land. However, there appears to be, in 
general, less resistance now, instead there are complaints about lack of coverage. Several 
interviewees provided anecdotal evidence of the lack of mobile phone resulting in increased risk to 
personal safety. One cited an example of working in the field and being unable to call for help when a 
menacing situation arose while another noted that there have been concerns for mobile post offices.  

In the area around the Mournes the problem of inadvertent international roaming was mentioned by 
several - resulting in high call charges. This issue is outside the scope of the study but would be 
mitigated if strong local network coverage were available along the border areas.  
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C.9.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  4 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  2,500 

� Number of residents33 (visitor-days):   10,000 (1.28 million) 

Source of revenue  Potential value34

Resident derived £90,000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £143,800 (ramp up to max 75% share) 

Visitor derived £128,000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £127,800 (immediately obtain 25% 
share)

                                                     
33 Only the towns which are the focus of the study are considered here 
34 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.9.3 Potential solutions 

Roaming would largely solve the not-spots in the study location - with residual spots in the more 
remote mountain locations. 

Indoor coverage in many of the villages would however be poor. Femtocell solutions may be attractive. 
These and picocells have been trialled in Northern Ireland to bring low cost 2G and 3G mobile 
telephony to areas in northern Ireland where there is limited terrestrial network connectivity.35 It has 
been considered attractive as a way of de-risking the rollout strategy for operators and enabling user 
to progress rapidly to 3G and high speed data services. The trial is believed to have been well 
received by participants. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible Sharing may be preferred. More than one mast may 
be needed to cover the all not-spots. Assuming 3 masts at a 
total cost of £100,000 : Cost per home affected £120 

2.1

Micro site Feasible locally, in the towns. Assume 4 needed, 1 in each 
town 1, with total cost of £160,000 :Cost per home affected is 
£64

1.1

Pico site Feasible but of limited value away from towns. Assuming each 
of the 4 towns needs 3 with a total cost of £140,000: Cost per 
home affected is £56 

1.2

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address wider 
issues. May be limited by local landlines but see earlier 
observations on wireless femtocell connectivity trials in 
Northern Ireland 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: build new shared site between two operators at each 
of 3 site with a total cost of £300,000: Cost per operator per 
home affected is  £60 

1.0

Roaming Feasible Provides outdoor coverage but not full indoor 
coverage

N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

Combined roaming with additional picocells for full indoor and 
outdoor coverage in towns 

N/A

                                                     
35 Project IRON, Integrated Rural Broadband network (NIBF06/08) 
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C.10 Elphin 

C.10.1 2G coverage across the site 

Three of the four operators provide coverage for approximately half of the homes, car park and tourist 
attraction on the main road but there are large expanses without coverage. 

Localised outdoor coverage 
near most homes but limited 

indoor coverage.  

Operator A Operator B

Localised outdoor coverage 
near most homes but limited 

indoor coverage.  

Operator A Operator B

Operator D

Operator C Operator DOperator C

No coverage anywhere 
from one operator

Operator D

Operator C Operator DOperator C

No coverage anywhere 
from one operator

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 16: 2G coverage at Elphin provided by each operator individually 
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C.10.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  4 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  50 

� Number of residents (visitor-days);   100 (2,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value36

Resident derived £1,800; 5 year NPV for new entrant £2,900 (ramp up to max 75% share) 

Visitor derived £1,000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £1,000 (immediately obtain 25% share) 

C.10.3 Potential solutions 

The lack of coverage from any operator away from the immediate vicinity of the homes and the lack of 
TETRA masts for the emergency services means that new infrastructure would be required for any 
operator. The economic case for development appears unattractive, with few residents or visitors to 
the area. Roaming would substantially improve coverage for users of two of the four 2 G networks but 
2G not-spot areas would remain. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible  

Assuming 1 macro site costing £100,000: Cost per home 
affected  is £2,000 

34.5

Micro site Feasible but would not address wider area  

Assuming 1 micro site costing £40,000: Cost per home affected 
is £800 

13.8

Pico site Feasible but limited value away from homesteads 

Assume 3 pico sites, one for each centre, total cost £40,000: 
Cost per home affected is £800 

14.0

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address wider issues. 
May be limited by local landlines 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: Build new shared site between two operators, total 
cost £100,000: Cost per operator per home affected is £1,000  

17.2

Roaming Partial solution. Not-spots would persist N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

Grant funding for site shared with all for operators and 
emergency services  

N/A

                                                     
36 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.11 Ettrick 

C.11.1 2G coverage across the site 

No operator providers any 2G coverage over the study site (which includes walking routes) 

All Operators

hamlet

Walking areas 
and campsite

All Operators

hamlet

Walking areas 
and campsite

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 17: 2G coverage at Ettrick provided by each operator (all maps are identical) 

Ettrick and Yarrow is known to have poor coverage and the problem is simply one of demand. The 
borders area has a low population density and most are in the central area; the valleys have low 
population and there is simply not much demand.  What applications there have been do not appear to 
have been problematic (although fewer sites are shared than ideal), and discussions between the 
operators and planners are reported to have been reasonable.  

C.11.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  4 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  50 

� Number of residents (visitor-days):   100 (10,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value37

Resident derived £1,800; 5 year NPV for new entrant £2,900 (ramp up to max 75% share) 

Visitor derived £,1000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £1,000 (immediately obtain 25% share) 

                                                     
37 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.11.3 Potential solutions 

The lack of coverage from any operator and the lack of TETRA masts for the emergency services 
mean that new infrastructure would be required for any operator. The economic case for development 
appears unattractive, with few residents or visitors to the area. 

This site would appear to be a classic example of market failure, with no business case for investment 
by any commercial bodies. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible  

Assuming 1 macro site costing £100,000: Cost per home 
affected  is £2,000 

34.5

Micro site Feasible but would not address wider locale and will need 
dedicated back haul 

Assuming 1 micro site costing £40,000: Cost per home 
affected is £800 

13.8

Pico site Feasible but limited value away from homes and will need 
dedicated back haul 

Assuming 1 pico site costing £20,000: Cost per home affected 
is £400 

6.5

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address wider 
issues. May be limited by local landlines 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: Build new shared site between two operators, total 
cost £100,000 

Cost per operator per home £1,000  

17.2

Roaming Not feasible N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

Grant funding for site shared with all for operators and 
emergency services  

N/A
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C.12 Orkney mainland 

C.12.1 2G coverage across the site 

Coverage across Orkney mainland is variable, with some areas of high quality coverage by all 
operators (such as in most of Kirkwall - the major town and ferry port). The area without any coverage 
(total not-spot) is relatively small, mainly in the North West and the East. However there are many 
communities which do not have the indoor coverage expected by users. Examples include Houton, 
and Swanbister in the south (where there is a port and a community school respectively).  

Good coverage at major 
centres. Gaps at communities 

in North, East and South. 

Operator A Operator B

Good coverage at major 
centres. Gaps at communities 

in North, East and South. 

Operator A Operator B

Operator C Operator DOperator C Operator D

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed power

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed powerMinimal observed power

Figure 18: 2G coverage at Orkney mainland provided by each operator 

Kirkwall has generally good coverage with localised areas without indoor cover from each operator; 
and there is a not-spot for one operator albeit where there are only around 10 homes.  
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Operator A Operator BOperator AOperator A Operator BOperator B

Operator DOperator C Operator DOperator COperator C

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 19: Local 2G coverage at Kirkwall provided by each operator 

 As with most other stakeholders there was a informal 
awareness of which networks were good and where; and 
again like others the impact is one of inconvenience and a 
concern that the community gets left behind. There is however 
a business impact for some. The farming season is very short 
and contractors need to operate as efficiently as possible. 
One firm reported losing hours during the summer just in 
keeping in contact as although they have mobiles which are 
on the best network they are often out of contact. 

'kids have grown up with these things' 

'Tourists come and want piece of mind, 
but they also want mobile coverage'

'not-spots add hours to the working day' 
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Once again the community had been proactive in trying to 
improve coverage, involving politicians and making contact 
overseas to identify potential solutions.  One operator was 
considered to have been quite supportive but nothing has 
materialised. 

C.12.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  4 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  150 

� Number of residents (visitor-days):   19,000 (500,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value38

Resident derived £5,400; 5 year NPV for new entrant £5,800 (ramp up to max 50% share) 

Visitor derived £50,000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £50,000 (immediately obtain 25% 
share)

                                                     
38 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on business case revenue  

We understand that private 
companies have to justify their 
expenditure but it would be good if 
one were interested in saying 'we 
cover the UK in its entirety' 
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C.12.3 Potential solutions 

Given the low population density in the area, and that many of these have outdoor coverage, local 
picocells may be an attractive solution for individuals. The community's elected representatives have 
been seeking improved coverage for some time and stakeholders have identified a site at which they 
would like a mast to be installed to serve the North West corner of the island, with the aim of improving 
coverage not just in homes but for farmers, tourists and others working outdoors. 

Although installation costs may be comparatively low given existing power and road access the 
revenue opportunities will also be limited - improving coverage for an estimated 100 - 150 homes. For 
a business case to be viable to the operator, public sector funding may be needed, as has been used 
here and elsewhere in the Scottish islands to provide telecoms infrastructure. 

Areas of coverage largely overlap so roaming would not improve coverage over that already provided 
by the two operators with the most extensive coverage.  

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident 
derived revenue  (<1 is 
profitable) 

Macro site Feasible  

Assuming 1 macro site costing £100,000: Cost per home 
affected  is £667 

17.2

Micro site Feasible  

Assuming 3 micro sites, total cost £120,000: Cost per home 
affected is  £800 

20.7

Pico site Feasible but limited value away from communities 

Assume 5 sites, total cost £50,000: Cost per home affected is 
£350 

8.5

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address wider 
issues. May be limited by local landlines 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: build new shared site between two operators, total 
cost £100,000 

Cost per operator per home affected is £333  

8.6

Roaming Marginal benefit N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

Grant funding for site shared with all for operators and 
emergency services  

In principle a 'corporate' site might be set up (which might be 
owned by the community and rented to operators). Ongoing 
community subsidy may be required. 

There may be opportunities to 'piggy back on mixed mode 
broadband deployments (exploiting both landline and wireless 
infrastructure that is being deployed) 

N/A
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C.12.4 3G coverage across the site 

No 3G signals were recorded across the site from any operator. 
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C.13  North and South Uist and Benbecula  

C.13.1 2G coverage across the site 

Much of the islands of North and South Uist and Benbecula are well covered by at least one operator 
but none provides ubiquitous outdoor coverage. While major centres39 have areas of good coverage 
from at least one operator, none has uniformly good coverage.  

Operator C Operator DOperator BOperator A

School, 
Liniclate

Port, 
Lochmaddy

Sollas, Tigharry, 
Houharry

Port, 
Lochboisdaile

Operator C Operator DOperator BOperator A

School, 
Liniclate

Port, 
Lochmaddy

Sollas, Tigharry, 
Houharry

Port, 
Lochboisdaile

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 20: 2G coverage at North and South Uist and Benbecula provided by each operator individually 

As in other areas the main issue with poor mobile phone coverage was the inconvenience - the 
inability to keep in touch in remote areas.  Again similar to observations made in other areas there was 
a sense of frustration that there are no telephone boxes, or that these are being removed, so visitors 
to the area were unable to make calls. 

A frustration somewhat particular to Uist and related islands was that achieving coverage over both 
the majority of the islands and at the major port requires two different networks. It was suggested that 
some classes of peripatetic workers (bus drivers, ambulance drivers etc) have two different phones. 

The islands have benefited from public investment in both 2G mobile and more recently broadband 
technology and local politicians have been actively trying to realise further improvements, with no 
success to date. One operator is reported to have said that further investment would be too expensive 

                                                     
39 Major settlements are Lochmaddy, Sollas, Tigharry, Houharry, Balivanich, Lochboisdaile, Daliburgh and Howmore. Liniclate is 
included as the islands' community school is located in the hamlet. 
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for such a small population but at least one stakeholder felt that the value of the increasing number of 
tourists and their potential calls was not being considered sufficiently. 

C.13.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  4 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  100 

� Number of residents (visitor-days):   3,100 (200,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value40

Resident derived £3,600; 5 year NPV for new entrant £5,800 (ramp up to max 75% share) 

Visitor derived £11,800; 5 year NPV for new entrant £20,000 (immediately obtain 25% 
share)

                                                     
40 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.13.3 Potential solutions 

Roaming would substantially improve coverage as some operators have good coverage at 
Lochmaddy (port on west of North Uist), or along the spine of the islands at the larger settlements, but 
none has both.  

The remaining not-spots would be localised and mostly not at homes. However some would continue 
to have poor indoor coverage (e.g. at the very north towards Newton). In these places femtocells may 
be an acceptable alternative. There may also be scope to bring 2G coverage indoors on the back of 
the public funded programme41 'connected communities' which aims to bring wireless broadband to 
the Western Isles. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident 
derived revenue  (<1 is 
profitable) 

Macro site Feasible but preferable to share the existing - see below 

Assuming 1 macro site costing £100,000: Cost per home 
affected  is £1,000 

27.0

Micro site Feasible but multiple sites might be needed 

Assuming 2 micro sites with total cost £80,000: Cost per home 
affected is £800 

21.6

Pico site Feasible but limited value away from communities 

Assume 4 sites with total cost £40, 000, cost per house £400 

10.0

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address wider 
issues. May be limited by local landlines 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: Add 1 new operator to single operator site at a cost of 
£40,000. 

Cost per home affected for second operator is £400  

10.8

Roaming Substantial improvement but patches of poor coverage will 
remain

N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

Grant funding for site shared with all for operators and 
emergency services  

In principle a 'corporate' site might be set up (which might be 
owned by the community and rented to operators). Ongoing 
community subsidy may be required. 

Piggy back on mixed mode broadband deployments (exploit 
wire line and wireless options) via the connected communities 
programme 

Augment roaming with small scale infill e.g. pico sites 

N/A

                                                     
41 http://www.connectedcommunities.co.uk
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C.14 Burry Port and Pembrey 

C.14.1 2G coverage across the site 

Coverage around Burry Port and Pembrey is generally very high, with extensive areas of coverage to 
indoor levels. However coverage in the tourist areas (left and bottom of the images) is much worse 
with a number of not-spots for most operators. It is this, rather than the coverage in the town, which is 
the focus of any mitigation. 

Operator A Operator B

Pembrey has areas of no 
coverage from 2 operators

Operator A Operator B

Pembrey has areas of no 
coverage from 2 operators

Operator C Operator D

Main tourist area

Operator C Operator D

Main tourist area

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 21: 2G coverage at Burry Port and Pembrey provided by each operator individually 

Coverage within the town of Burry Port and Pembrey was not considered to be 
the major problem. The main not-spot is the area on the edge of the towns and 
this is where visitors congregate.  These major attractions (beach forest, ski 
slope, activity centre, and further up the road, a motor sports and race course) 
are places where visitors would normally use the phone to make arrangements to meet; or to check 
the location of younger family members.  

In addition to the personal inconveniences there are cost implications for businesses. The centre's IT 
infrastructure manager had surveyed the area before selecting a particular network provider but also 
gave some staff in the county a back-up alternative and provides radio links and a land line system to 
maximise the chance of being able to keep in contact.  

'its an annoyance in 
my personal life'
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C.14.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  2 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  50 (in the town area) 

� Number of residents (visitor-days):   8,000 (600,000) 

Source of revenue  Potential value42

Resident derived £1,800; 5 year NPV for new entrant £1,300 (ramp up to max 33% share) 

Visitor derived £60,000; 5 year NPV for new entrant £60,000 (immediately obtain 25% 
share)

                                                     
42 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on business case revenue 
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C.14.3 Potential solutions 

Roaming would alleviate the not-spots in all except those in the beach and forest to the south west. 

Improving coverage at the beach and forest would probably require at least one new base station in or 
near the country park facilities. It would benefit tourists rather than residents directly.  

A pico or microcell would probably be sufficient to alleviate local not-spots at the edge of the town. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible  

Assuming 1 macro site with a total cost of £100,000: Cost per 
home affected is £2,000 but the macrocell would be targeted 
mainly at visitors rather than residential users 

76.9

Micro site Feasible  

Assuming 1 micro site costing £40,000: Cost per home affected 
is £800 

30.8

Pico site Feasible  

Assuming 1 pico site is sufficient, costing £20,000: Cost per 
home affected is, cost per house £400 

13.0

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address wider 
issues.

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~£100 

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: build new shared site between two operators 
Targeted at the tourist market rather than residential users. 
Total cost £100,000: Cost per operator per home affected 
£1,000 

38.5

Roaming Marginal benefit in the tourist area but some mitigates all the 
not-spots in the towns 

N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

Regional development grant funding for site shared with all 4 
operators in support of developing tourism in the region 

N/A
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C.15 Llandudno 

C.15.1 2G coverage across the site 

Llandudno has good coverage at all locations apart from at local points along the north of Great 
Orme's Head). The drive is a narrow scenic road that nestles halfway down the cliff with no homes. 

Operator A Operator B

Total not-spot along 
road under cliff

Operator A Operator B

Total not-spot along 
road under cliff

Operator C Operator D

Patches of poor indoor 
coverage in the town

Operator C Operator D

Patches of poor indoor 
coverage in the town

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed power

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed powerMinimal observed power

Figure 22: 2G coverage at Llandudno provided by each operator individually 
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C.15.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots:  - 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots:  -  

� Number of residents (visitor-days)   20,100 (1.2 million) 

Source of revenue  Potential value43

Resident derived £-; 5 year NPV for new entrant N/A 

Visitor derived £ -; 5 year NPV for new entrant N/A 

C.15.3 Potential solutions 

No solutions are proposed. There is good coverage for almost all houses indoors and out.  

In practice users probably change networks if they find that coverage is unsatisfactory as there are 
usually at least two choices for good indoor coverage at any location in the town. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household  Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site None proposed N/A

Micro site None proposed N/A

Pico site None proposed N/A

Femto site May benefit a small number of users N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

None proposed N/A

Roaming Would mitigate small indoor coverage level not-spots N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

None proposed N/A

                                                     
43 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described in the separate discussion on the business case revenue 
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C.15.4 3G coverage across the site 

Operator F Operator GOperator F Operator G

Operator HOperator H Operator IOperator I

Operator JOperator J

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed power

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed powerMinimal observed power

Figure 23: 3G coverage at Llandudno provided by each operator individually 
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C.16 Pontrhydfendigaid 

C.16.1 2G coverage across the site 

Coverage in the centre of the community (central on the map) is poor. This is also one of the focal 
points for tourists with several nearby camp sites and the Pavilion.  

Operator A Operator B

No coverage in the village 
or at the Pavilion

Operator A Operator B

No coverage in the village 
or at the Pavilion

Operator C Operator DOperator C Operator D

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 24: 2G coverage at Pontrhydfendigaid provided by each operator individually 
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This community, working with others, has taken active steps to improve coverage by engaging with 
Mobile Network Operators and applying for regional development funding to pay for the underpinning 
infrastructure.  All operators had been contacted by stakeholders and none were planning on investing 
in the area, citing the business case. 

 At least two operators have expressed an interest in the area and in 
supporting a development in various ways, assuming site subsidy were to 
be made available. One had also proposed providing a temporary solution, 
if justified from the revenue opportunity 

This activity was triggered in part by negative experiences of high profile 
visitors to the cultural competitions and festivals held at the 
Pontrhydfendigaid Pavilion and the directors' 'embarrassment' that senior 
TV executives and others can't maintain contact with their business 
networks.  

C.16.2 Revenue potential 
� Number of operators with 2G not-spots: 4 

� Estimated number of homes in 2G not-spots: 100  

� Number of residents (visitor-days):  200 (12,600) 

Source of revenue  Potential value44

Resident derived £3,600; 5 year NPV for new entrant £3,700 (ramp up to max 75% share) 

Visitor derived £1,300; 5 year NPV for new entrant £1,300 (immediately obtain 25% share) 

                                                     
44 The revenue potential is based on mitigating an outdoor not-spot rather than from providing indoor coverage and uses the 
assumptions described the separate discussion on the business case revenue 

 [One operator] was 
'extremely helpful' and 
they 'seem to go the 
extra mile for the 
customer'

In other cases 
stakeholders were met 
by a 'wall of silence'
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C.16.3 Potential solutions 

Improving the coverage in the centre of the village and where most visitors congregate (the Pavilion) 
may be best realised by installing a large base station in the vicinity of the site. Community 
representatives have been active in trying to improve mobile coverage in this, and the surrounding 
areas. An Expression of Interest form has been submitted to the relevant authorities asking for capital 
grants to cover three masts designed for 3G use. Two operators have expressed some interest in the 
development, including renting space, in principle, or surveying the area to identify the optimal 
locations. Without the capital grants it appears unlikely that the development would proceed. 

Potential type of 
base station 

Technical feasibility ; illustrative cost per household for 
installation

 Ratio of capital cost to 5 
year NPV resident derived 
revenue  (<1 is profitable) 

Macro site Feasible  

Assuming 1 macro site costing £100,000: Cost per home 
affected  is £1,000 

27.0

Micro site Feasible (assuming back haul can be provided) 

£400 

10.6

Pico site Feasible (assuming backhaul can be provided) might serve 
only the Pavilion and immediate neighbourhood 

Assuming 1 pico site costing £20,000: Cost per home affected 
is £200 

5.5

Femto site Feasible for indoor coverage but does not address coverage for 
visitors or outdoors. May be limited by local landlines 

Cost: Typical retail price paid by each house ~ £100  

N/A

Site shared 
between operators 

Feasible: Build new shared site between two operators with 
total cost £100,000  

Cost per operator per home affected: £500  

13.5

Roaming Roaming does improve coverage substantially N/A

Other (potential 
solutions rather 
than specific 
recommendations)

A 'corporate' solution (Community owned and rented to 
operators) for which a regional development infrastructure 
grant  is sought - see notes above 

Pico site(s)  to provide coverage where visitors congregate, 
placed near the pavilion and for which the community does not 
charge rent  

N/A

C.17 Train sites 
The corresponding measurements and analyses for the train routes studied are provided in a separate 
appendix (part 2). 
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Appendix D: Stakeholders consulted 
We gratefully acknowledge the time and effort made by many individuals in contributing to the study, 
in various ways including those listed below, and others, and also Ofcom's project team. 

Contributor  Affiliation 

Daniel Matthews Ashwell Parish Council 

Jane Porter Ashwell Parish Council 

Peter Wallace Association of Train Operating Companies 

Nigel Davies Carmarthenshire County Council 

Trevor Forsyth Department of Enterprise Trade and Investment 

Alberta Pauley Department of Enterprise Trade and Investment 

Bill Stevenson Department of Enterprise Trade and Investment 

Charles Johnston Ettrick and Yarrow Community Council 

Cyril Brownlee Fermanagh District Council 

Helen Houghton Lake District National Park Authority 

Gavin Rimmer Lough Erne golf resort 

Alan Hubbard National Trust 

Alan Neale Neale Property Services 

Peter Noctor Network Rail 

Richard Tiffin North Hertfordshire Council 

Trudy Chapman Northern Ireland Planning Service 

Annette McAlarney Northern Ireland Planning Service 

John O'Doherty Northern Ireland Planning Service 

Peter Fenning O2

Sandy Steed O2

Jonathan Rose Ofcom Northern Ireland 

Clare Seabourne Orange

Simon Grossman Orange

Pete Gooderham Orange

Scott McGimpsey Orange

Marty Hay Orkney Islands 

Keith Johnson Orkney Islands 

Mike Hewitson Passenger Focus 

Martin Butcher Patterdale Parish Council 
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Graeme Coonacher Patterdale Parish Council 

Bjorn Amundsen Telenor Norway 

Andrew Yeo Tesco Mobile 

Phil Maple Tesco Mobile 

Julie Mimms Three 

Mike Shearme Three 

Gulistan Moledina T-Mobile 

Daniel Jacobson T-Mobile 

Ken Ng T-Mobile 

Uisdean Robertson Community Council (Uist) 

Adrian Bullock Virgin

Annemaree Mcdonough Virgin Mobile 

Graeme Oxby Virgin Mobile 

Rachel Carliss Virgin Trains 

Lee McDougall Vodafone 

Andy Cooke Vodafone 

Richard Sullivan Vodafone 

Louise McShane Welsh Assembly 

Selwyn Jones Welsh National pavilion 

Daffyd Morgan Welsh National pavilion 

Ceri Stanaway Which? 
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